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Details of Visit:

Author: punnarniman
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 29 Jul 2016 17:00
Duration of Visit: 40 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07342301661

The Premises:

A reasonably clean and tidy apartment in the hub. Two bedrooms double beds as clean as most
homes.
Curtains were kept drawn even though we were on the eighth floor and sex in the dark is kind of
boring.

The Lady:

The girl I had arranged to see was not there.
The girl who answered the door (Alexa) who has a similar profile to Sarah on (AW) was not
interested in a wheelchair user,
third girl in the apartment name was Stephanie was happy to see me.
A much heavier set girl (as nice as a description I could come up with) I thought "what the hell I'm
here now" but most definitely nothing like the tall slim green eyed girl I was expecting to see.

The Story:

I contacted the number associated with Sarah Mary to see if they would see me (wheelchair user)
was given many positives and drove to Milton Keynes for a 4:30 PM appointment.
Had to wait for "cleaning staff" LOL so had a drink in the bar next door.
Finally got into the apartment at 5 PM.
Was told Sarah was out on an out call. Two of the girls there panicked at the sight of a wheelchair, I
was on my way back to the door when Stephanie came out and said she was okay seeing me.
I should have just gone but, I was already there and thought I'd go with the flow.
As I was not seeing Sarah Mary, nothing that is written on her profile was available. So oral was
with condom, no kissing, not a lot of emotion at all.
To be fair, Stephanie was pleasant enough, but not overtly enthusiastic or playful for instance. The
blow job was nice slow and quite full on, although she preferred to show me the back of her head
rather than a pleasant set of eyes and a look of desire.
I set about doing some oral sex of my own on her which she accommodated with a degree of
pleasure but stopped after about five minutes. It was time to move on to some sex.
I bought my magic wand with me which I do like to have a girl use on herself in the cowgirl position.
She was reluctant at first, but gave it a try anyway.
Although it was obviously quite pleasurable she stopped after about two minutes and went back to
trying to write me to completion.
So from that point on it was vanilla sex with no intimacy like kissing. After about five minutes I blew
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and it was over.
Normally I would sit back for five minutes and chat and then set about round two, but I was not that
way inclined and it was obvious that neither was she.
I said rather than going for an hour why don't we just call it done now and make it £80?
She agreed and that was that.
So I left mildly satisfied but also feeling a little conned.
I can't help but think this group use pictures of very attractive girls to bring in punters only to present
them with different girls altogether.

Would I return? No, in fact I kind of think I'm out of the working girl business altogether now. It
doesn't do anything for me in the way I used to expect

I also think if you see a profile where the list of "enjoys" is extensively comprehensive, 90% of it isn't
so
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